Formal and structural features of Leviticus 1-7 distinguish these chapters as some of the most systematic texts in the Hebrew Bible. In a collection of literature otherwise noted for its sweeping narratives and urgent sermons, these methodical instructions for the performance of five kinds of offerings, presented twice in different arrangements, have suggested to many interpreters that they preserve examples of an ancient genre of ritual instruction. However, the identification of a ritual genre in these chapters (and elsewhere in the Pentateuch) has failed to account for all the features of this material. The present form of Leviticus 1-7 can 1;>e better understood as a product of the same process of generic mixture and allusion apparent in many other biblical texts. I have argued elsewhere that the large-scale structure of the Pentateuch and several of its constituent parts has been shaped by a rhetorical strategy that combines diverse materials for persuasive effect. Thus the narratives of Genesis and Exodus ground the authority of the divine law-giver on the basis of past acts of creation, blessing and salvation, the laws and instructions of Exodus, Leviticus, and Numbers stipulate behavior in the present, while the blessings and curses that conclude Leviticus and Deuteronomy, and which in the larger context characterize Deuteronomy as a whole, depict the possible futures determined by Israel's response to the laws. This storylist-sanction pattern can be recognized in some other ancient Near Eastern texts of various types, and reflects a strategy employed in various literary genres to increase their persuasive impact. Thus the macro-structure of the Pentateuch seems designed to maximize its persuasive impact on ancient Jews who read it or, more likely, heard it read.
Persuasion has been a traditional subject of rhetoric, its theories and its modes of analysis.
2 Though rhetoric has come to be associated in biblical studies with purely literary analysis of structure and style, ancient and modern rhetoric has usually addressed such issues from the larger perspective of argumentation, asking how speakers and writers influence their listeners and readers. Literary study then becomes more than an analysis of the text itself; it aims to understand texts as transactions between authors and audiences. 3 Rhetoric therefore calls attention to both the literary features of a text and the real writers and readers whose ideas motivated its formation. When biblical texts give overt indications of being formulated for persuasive purposes, and most do, rhetorical analysis provides the means for bringing together critical observations from both historical and literary studies to explain their form and function.
Leviticus 1-7 furthers the Pentateuch's persuasive agenda and was designed for that purpose. Of course, these chapters also instruct, but instruction frequently involves persuasion as well. Leviticus 1-7 has been shaped not only to instruct worshipers and priests how to perform various offerings, but also to persuade them to do exactly as these texts stipulate and to accept these texts as the ultimate authority for such ritual performances. 4 To demonstrate these claims regarding the form and function of Leviticus 1-7, I will first argue that previous efforts to describe their form and function on the basis of genre have not accounted for the text as it appears in the Hebrew Bible. I will then compare the rhetorical features of these chapters + More than a decade ago, Baruch J. Schwartz argued similarly for the persuasive formulation of biblical law: "The 'laws' in the Torah form part of a story, according to which they were spoken in order to be proclaimed, they were to be proclaimed in order to convince, they were to convince in order to be observed, and they were to be observed in fulfillment of the Sinai covenant ... the laws, as well as the story in which they are contained, were composed in order to be read publicly and understood, to have a lasting, pedagogical, persuasive influence on later generations of listeners" ( with other ancient Near Eastern texts dealing with rituals, to lay the basis for describing their rhetorical function in the context of Leviticus and the Pentateuch as a whole.
The Search for Ritual Genres
In twentieth-century CntICIsm, the genre of ritual instructions has been analyzed from two different directions: form-critical reconstruction of its oral form and comparative analysis of its ancient parallels. Each approach, however, produced a reconstructed genre quite different from the texts of Leviticus 1-7. The latter was then presumed to have been modified in distinctive ways to fit new social or literary contexts. Reviewing these theories will illustrate the difficulties that genre analysis encounters in Leviticus 1-7.
Interpreters in the mid-twentieth century mounted a major effort to isolate and analyze the forms of oral priestly teaching and categorize them by genre. s This movement found its fullest and most direct application to Leviticus 1-7 in Rolf Rendtorff's monograph, Die Gesetze in der Priesterschrifit (1954).6 Rendtorff isolated in chapters 1 and 3 a genre of short instructions for the performance of offerings that he labeled "ritual." It is characterized by stereotypical short verbal sentences formulated in impersonal perfect verbs except for an introductory imperfect, and by concluding formulas.
7 Chapters 2, 4 and 5 reflect this form to a lesser extent, so Rendtorff concluded that this material originally took other forms that were secondarily adapted to the "ritual" pattern. Chapters 6-7 do not reflect this form or any other, and probably had a scribal origin. s Klaus Koch built on Rendtorff's analysis, but defined the ritual genre on the basis of sequences of converted perfect verbs alone, which allowed him to find it in more texts in Leviticus 1-7 and in Exodus 25-40. 9 Rendtorff 5 E.g. J. Begriff admitted that it is difficult to reconstruct the original setting of the "ritual" genre, because its social context is not reflected in Leviticus 1-7 or almost anywhere else in the Hebrew Bible. He suggested, however, that the strict stylization and stereotypical repetition notable in chapters 1 and 3 suggest that they were intended for oral recitation, perhaps as sentences spoken to accompany offerings. lo Two difficulties hindered this form-critical attempt to establish the genre of these ritual texts. First, it was not able to establish convincing evidence for the original settings in which ritual genres of instruction developed. II Rendtorff himself has since backed away from any attempt to identify these original settings, preferring to speak of a "ritual style" rather than an oral genre. 12 Second, the observation that much of this material stemmed from editorial modifications of the hypothetical original genres raised the question of whether there ever was an oral tradition behind these edited texts. Rolf Knierim dismissed the case for a ritual genre because it did not account for the form of the present text. He argued that the casuistic ("if ... then ... ") formulation of Lev 1 :2b-9 must be taken seriously for genre analysis, in which case the material can only be classified as case law. 13 Casuistic law is a scribal genre, so there was never an oral form of this material.
I4 Yet Knierim, like Rendtorff and Koch, abstracted the material's genre out of the context in God's instructions through Moses (vv. l-2a). He justified doing so by arguing that, though case-law can be used for didactic purposes, that use does not explain why the material was formulated this way. IS 
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The second approach to ritual genre has emphasized scribal practices from the start. Comparative studies of ancient ritual texts have sought to explain the material's form and arrangement through a scenario of textual development. In a series of articles, Baruch Levine has argued that ancient ritual texts began as archival records of offerings. Out of these records the genre of "descriptive ritual" developed, composed of texts that record in indicative verbs the performance of liturgies and rites. Such descriptive rituals appear in Akkadian, Hittite and U garitic sources, and probably served as instructions for priests and other liturgical actors. Only much later, however, did such texts get recast in a more hortatory form as prescriptive rituals to reflect their didactic role. 16 In the Hebrew Bible, Levine focused his attention on texts such as Exodus 35-39, Leviticus 8-9, and Num 7: 10-88, that describe past ritual events rather than prescribing future ritual actions. His analysis suggested that passages such as Leviticus 1-7 stand at the end of a long process of textual development from temple archive through descriptive rituals to prescriptive rituals.
Levine's isolation of the descriptive ritual genre depended on a survey of texts from a wide variety of cultures, which is both his theory's strength and its weakness. 18 Comparative analysis of ritual texts, however, has been able to find parallels for only some of the features of biblical prescriptive texts. It has so far been unable to present good parallels to the divine voicing and hortatory address of these ritual instructions, and has been forced to depend on hypothetical developments in the genre to account for them. 19 Rendtorff, Koch, Knierim and Levine worked by identifying a genre that then became the basis for analyzing the text. Whether using inductive form-critical analysis or comparisons of ancient ritual texts, they attempted to explain the present text as derived from hypothetical oral or written antecedents described on the basis of genre. However, both the form-critical and comparative methods end up as analyses of ideal types rather than of actual biblical texts, because some features of the extant text do not conform to the proposed genres. Invariably they describe the present form of the biblical text as having undergone further textual development that differentiates it from the ritual genres they have described.
These approaches to biblical ritual texts use an overly strict understanding of genre. Even Knierim, who aimed to analyze genre within the present text rather than applying an a priori genre to the text, ended up doing so anyway because his conception of the case-law genre was too inflexible. 20 The Hebrew Bible demonstrates a flair for juxtaposing and mixing various genres (narrative, law, instruction, oracle, etc.) and modes (prose, poetry) of expression in the same compositions. Psalms and other poems appear in contexts of narra-18 "Except for brief descriptions of ritual acts in poetic passages ritual content in the Bible is always treated either as a divine command presented prescriptively, or as an event presented in narrative form" (Levine, "Descriptive Tabernacle Texts," 314).
19 I must note that Levine's goal in describing "descriptive rituals" was to establish a better basis for describing ancient cult practices; he argued that descriptive rituals are more reliable depictions of actual performances than are prescriptive texts that are frequently idealistic (Levine and Hallo, "Offerings to the Temple Gates," 17-18). Thus he isolated the genre for purposes of reconstructing the history of religion, not originally to explain the present form of biblical texts. 20 Similarly E. Gerstenberger, who despite emphasizing the hortatory features of Leviticus, nevertheless regarded them as secondary, because "where in the world are legal books composed in direct, admonitory address?" .21 Narrative always surrounds collections of laws in the Pentateuch. These are only some of the most obvious examples of juxtaposed genres in the Hebrew Bible, and they reflect practices also attested in other ancient Near Eastern literatures. Though some inset genres, such as psalmody, are well attested in independent compositions, others seem to conventionally appear as insets in other frameworks, ancient law collections being a notable example. Therefore the large-scale features of Hebrew and other ancient literatures should warn interpreters to expect the juxtaposition of genres and their literary conventions in many texts.
Genres are not immutable forms, but rather repertoires of literary conventions available to speakers and writers that allow them to play on the expectations of their audiences. 22 Descriptions of genres are useful for describing the cultural expectations that readers and hearers have of texts. Such expectations come into play in the reading of any text and the hearing of any speech, regardless of how far that text or speech may deviate from conventional forms. Deviations from genre use these conventions no less than do rigid reproductions of a traditional form; they just aim for a different effect on their audience, as David Damrosch noted:
Genre is the narrative covenant between author and reader, the framework of norms and expectations shaping both the composition and the reception of the text. Genre is always a shaping force, though never a determining one in the case of truly creative work, and it can be studied in its uses, its adaptations, its transformations, and even its repressions, over the history of the composition and rewriting of bib- Genre identification depends on the comparison of large numbers of texts from the same literary culture. The lack of extant extra-biblical Hebrew literature from the centuries in which the biblical texts were composed greatly hampers the identification of genres, because of the small number of examples available. It is no accident, then, that the description of psalm genres rests on much firmer grounds, because of the larger number of examples, than does genre analysis of almost any other kind of Hebrew literature, and it is relatively easy to isolate a psalm within a larger work. 24 Detailed descriptions of rituals do not appear nearly as frequently in biblical literature, so describing their various genres and distinguishing them from their frameworks cannot proceed with the same confidence. However, even without knowing which forms were recognized as genres by ancient audiences and which represent creative modifications and amalgamations of diverse genre elements, one can still describe some of the effects that certain literary conventions were intended to have on their audiences by observing their use in other literatures. Such texts often state overtly some of the motives for their composition. Comparisons with other ancient literatures can therefore show how particular devices tended to be used, even if we cannot be sure whether they conventionally appeared together as part of a recognizable genre or not. 25 Description of the rhetorical effects produced by conventional features of the text will produce a better understanding of the extant text than will reconstructing some original genre within it.
Rhetorical Features if Leviticus 1-7
Both form-critical and comparative methods have found support from features of Leviticus 1-7 (and other collections of ritual instructions in the Pentateuch): while various of its formal features suggest oral composition and delivery, its structure and contents remind one of ritual texts from ancient Near Eastern archives. However, the narrative framework that casts Leviticus 1-7 as divine prescriptions delivered through Israel's paradigmatic law-giver, Moses, highlights the persuasive intent behind this text's formulation as it stands.
The narrative frame depicts this material as oral instruction. Like all the other instructions and laws in the Pentateuch, these chapters portray themselves as speeches. God is the speaker, as in most of Exodus 20 through Numbers. The immediate audience is Moses, but he is told to repeat these instructions to the people of Israel (1: 1 ; 4:2; 7:23, 29) or to the priests, Aaron and his sons (6:2, 18 [LXX w. 9, 25]), who are all then the intended recipients within the story. Interpreters are no doubt correct in finding behind the rhetoric of this story the historical conditions and political hierarchies of early Second Temple Judaism, or late monarchic Judea at the earliest: God's voice delivers the prescriptions of priestly and provincial (or royal) powers to Jews whom the Pentateuch repeatedly urges to identify themselves with Israel of the exodus and wilderness period (e.g. Exod 12:14-27; 13:3-16; 23:9; Lev 19:34; Deut 5:15; 29:14-16; etc.). Casting this material as oral instruction fits such later historical contexts just as well as the period of wilderness wandering depicted in the story, for the Hebrew Bible depicts torah even in these later periods being read aloud from written texts to large assemblies of people (2 Kgs 22-23; Nehemiah 8).26 Thus the frequent mention of "you/your" in these chapters seems intended to reinforce in the intended audience the sense of authoritative instructions directed at them.
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That does not mean they originated as oral compositions. Biblical narratives describe law readings, that is, secondary orality based on written texts (Exod 24:3-7; Deut 31:9-11; Josh 8:30-35; 2 Kgs 22-23//2 Chr 34; Nehemiah 8). The Sinai traditions themselves vacillate between depicting the original revelation of divine law as written on tablets (Exod 20:12; 31:18; 32:16; 34:1; Deut 5:22; 9:10) or as delivered orally to Moses who then wrote it down (Exod 20:4; Deut 31 :9; 34:27-28). This reminder that the interaction between oral and written compositions ran in both directions should warn interpreters against too sharp a distinction between the modes of presentation. And of course, despite the formal features and explicit evocation of oral rhetoric, comparative analysis of oral origins is ultimately forced to depend on written texts, since that is all that survives, and is therefore limited to whatever oral forms the texts happen to preserve.
Increasing numbers of U garitic, Hittite, and Akkadian ritual texts (most recently, those from Emar) have been published and anthologized, providing an opportunity to place Leviticus' ritual instructions within a wider cultural context. Yet the prescriptive and hortatory cast of Leviticus 1-7, as well as most other biblical texts containing ritual instructions, does not allow one to simply include them within the same textual genre. Rather than limiting the comparison to texts of a predetermined genre, a comparison of Leviticus 1-7 with any ancient texts exhibiting similar features and contents will be more helpful for assessing its rhetorical effect. By not restricting comparisons in advance on the basis of genre, the whole range of literary conventions at work in these chapters can be assessed and their effects analyzed. I will discuss the major literary features of Leviticus 1-7, focusing first on the narrative framework (God tells Moses to tell Israel or the priests), and then turning to the form and style of the contents.
Framework
Leviticus 1: 1-2 depicts the material that follows as quoted direct speech by God through Moses to people and priests, and similar introductions that appear with increasing frequency in these chapters (4:1; 5:14, 20; 6:1, 12, 17 [LXX vv. 8, 19 , 24], 7:22, 28) keep drawing this scenario to readers' and hearers' attention. Comparative analysis suggests that they do so to increase the text's persuasiveness.
Divine voicing of laws and instructions is the norm in the Hebrew Bible, but rare in other ancient Near Eastern texts. There divine prescriptions appear most often in narratives, where deities are likely to issue orders to each other and humans. As one would expect, such commands tend to be occasional, limited to the situation depicted in the story, such as when Ea or YHWH orders Utnapishtim or Noah to build a boat (Gilgamesh xi; Gen 6: 11-9: 1 7). Sometimes deities prescribe cultic acts in such stories, such as when El commands offerings to start a military campaign in the U garitic legend of Keret. More commonly humans present offerings and prayers on their own initiative, such as Utnapishtim/Noah do at the end of the flood stories. The deities' role is to respond appropriately. This pattern of human initiative and divine response appears in many other stories involving cultic worship. Even in Keret where a deity commands offerings, the plot turns not on El's command of offerings but on Keret's initiative in vowing gifts to the goddess Athirat that he later forgets to provide, and so suffers that deity's anger as a consequence. 28
Instructional, legal, and didactic literatures are more likely to be presented in human, rather than divine, voices. Kings such as Hammurabi voice the Mesopotamian law codes, though they claim divine support for doing so. Some Hittite ritual texts begin, "Thus says X: if/when ... then I do as follows ... ,"29 and the Punic tariffs begin by citing a committee of prominent citizens that established them: "Tariff of priestly revenues set up by the thirty men who are in charge of the revenues, in the time when Hillesba'l the mayor, was head."30 More often, the authorities behind ritual instructions remain anonymous.
However, ritual instructions also appear within royal dedicatory inscriptions from various ancient Near Eastern cultures. Here kings regularly claim credit for instituting one or more cults and sometimes for ordaining the rites to be performed there, especially the kinds and amounts of offerings. Thus in a second millennium Akkadian inscription, the Kassite king Kurigalzu reported that, to accompany his land grant to an Ishtar temple, "3 kor of bread, 3 kor of fine wine, 2 ~arge measures) of date cakes, 30 quarts of imported dates, 30 quarts of fine(?) oil, 3 sheep per day did I establish as the regular offering for all time."31 Similar cultic mandates are found in New Kingdom Egyptian inscriptions, e.g. "I assigned to [Amun] thousands of oxen, so as to present their choice cuts,"32 and in the 8th 28 KTU 1.14- Thus an occasional ritual command appears among the oral oracles reported to the king in the eighteenth century Mari letters: " ... The god sent me. Hurry, write to the king that they are to offer the mortuary-sacrifices for the sha[de] of Yahdun-Li[m]" and "Write to your lord that in the coming month, on the fourteenth day, the sacrifice for the dead is to be performed. Under no circumstances are they to omit this sacrifice."36 The goddess Ishtar addresses the Assyrian king Esarhaddon in a similar fashion in one of the seventh century oracles of her priestesses: "Why did you not act on the earlier oracle which I gave you? Now you shall act on this one. Praise me! When the day declines, let them hold torches facing (me). Praise me!"37 It must be noted, however, that oracles more often portray deities ordering military and building campaigns than issuing cultic instructions, an observation that applies to the narrative and prophetic texts of the Hebrew Bible as well. In this respect, oracular texts mirror the concerns of royal inscriptions, which probably reflect the inter-ests at work in the preservation of these texts more than the inherent tendencies of oracles. The oracles were recorded in the Mari letters and were preserved in Esarhaddon's archive because they dealt with royal concerns. Private oracular pronouncements, which were no doubt very common, were less likely to be written down and preserved. The degree to which they may have dealt with ritual matters can therefore not be ascertained. There is one text, however, that suggests that the royal and oracular genres may have influenced each other and that the speeches of kings and of gods could be interchangeable. The ambiguous "Marduk Prophecy," probably from the twelfth century, ends with the god Marduk mandating a schedule of offerings, apparently for King Nebuchadnezzar (!), that reads: If this interpretation of the last column is correct, then king and deity here reverse places, with the deity mandating (funerary) offerings on behalf of the king in exactly the same manner that kings mandate divine offerings in royal commemorative inscriptions. Since gods were traditionally thought of as royalty, and some kings were portrayed as gods, the merging of divine and royal voices should come as no surprise.
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The framework of Leviticus 1-7, which periodically introduces God issuing instructions through Moses, resembles not so much the form of ancient ritual texts narrowly defined as it does the forms of expression used in royal and oracular texts dealing with cultic matters among other things. Therefore considerations of the chapters' literary genre need to include this wider range of texts. Furthermore, the royal and oracular genres make explicit rhetorical claims that ritual texts, especially Levine's "descriptive" rituals, may not: they clearly aim to persuade their audience to undertake a particular course 38 R. Borger, "Gott Marduk und Gott-Konig Sulgi als Propheten," BO 28 (1971) 3-24; translation by Foster, BifOre the Muses, 1:307; c( Longman, Fictional Akkadian Autohiography, 132-42. 39 Borger compared the Marduk Prophecy with the Prophecy of Shulgi as similar texts: the first has a royal deity speak and the second a deified king ("Gott Marduk," 3-24).
of action, usually to preserve the temple or the king's other accomplishments, particularly the inscription itself. The framework's evocation of royal and oracular genres should not be viewed as applying the conventions of some other genre to a basically "ritual" text, for ritual prescriptions are at home in these genres as well. Rather, the writers of Leviticus 1-7 used various literary conventions traditionally associated with ritual concerns to shape a text to serve their purposes. Their use of royal and oracular rhetoric in the framework emphasizes by literary convention the royal authority of the divine speaker and demonstrates the persuasive intent behind their work.
Contents and Style
Royal and oracular texts, however, contain nothing to compare with Leviticus 1-7's detailed stipulation of ritual performance. For such descriptions, we must turn to those texts usually classified by the term "ritual." Yet even among ritual texts from other ancient cultures, nothing has so far been found that matches the form and content of these chapters. That is less surprising when one notes the diversity of form and content among ancient ritual texts. There is no single ritual genre into which all these texts fit. They share only an emphasis on the details of cultic ritual, and it is therefore for reasons of contents rather than form that they tend to be classified together.
The prescriptive formulation of most rituals in the Bible contrasts with the predominance of descriptive rituals in other ancient cultures, as Levine has demonstrated. Nevertheless, prescriptive rituals are not unknown in Ugaritic, Akkadian and Punic sources. These sources also parallel specific features of Leviticus 1-7. The systematic repetition that characterizes especially Leviticus 1-3 can also be found in Punic tariffs that consist principally of repeated introductory phrases: "In (the case of) a X, (whether it be) a whole offering, or a presentation offering, or a whole wellbeing offering, the priests receive Y. ... "40 An atonement ritual from Ugarit repeats six times an almost identical liturgy applied to three types of offerings (ox?, sheep, donkey) and two kinds of worshipers (men, women The casuistic ("if/when ... , then ... ") formulation that is characteristic of priestly style throughout P's legal and instructional corpus also appears as a prominent structural feature of some Hittite and Ugaritic descriptive rituals. Several Hittite texts begin: "If the troops are defeated by the enemy, then they prepare the 'behind the river' ritual as follows" or "When [they] cleanse a house ... , its treatment is as follows .... "42 Among the Ugaritic corpus, a prescriptive list of required offerings and actions begins, "When Athtart-of-the-Window enters the pit in the royal palace, pour a libation ... ," and another list of offerings ends with a liturgy introduced casuistically: "Here begins (the liturgy): If a strong one attacks your gates, a warrior your walls, raise your eyes to Baal (saying)."43
Even the second person address, "you shall ... ," that appears frequently in Leviticus 1-7 as well as other ritual instructions in the Hebrew Bible, appears also in ritual materials from other ancient cultures, such as the Ugaritic list of offerings (KTU 1.119), otherwise in third person, that ends with the second person liturgy quoted above. The Ugaritic atonement rite (KTU 1.40) mixes first and second person exhortations in its casuistic introductions ("whenever you sin ... this is the sacrifice we make ... ") and continues to alternate between them throughout. Several Akkadian texts from the Seleucid era describing rituals for repairing temples are consistently structured in second person casuistic form. 44 Though many ancient ritual texts focus on just one aspect of a ritual, others reflect the same range of interests as Leviticus 1-7: types of offering, nature of the animals, worshiper's duties, priestly duties, priestly prebends, etc. Thus some of the rituals from Emar list the types and amounts of offerings due every deity on particular days, but also describe the course and timing of processions, various ritual actions, and the distribution of offered meats and other commodities, including priestly prebends. 45 These comparisons illustrate that the literary features of Leviticus 1-7 also appear in ancient texts dealing with rituals in other Near Eastern cultures, but dispersed throughout various texts in such a way as to undermine efforts to identify specific genres by constellations of features. There is no evidence, therefore, that the priestly writers started with some pure genre, whether oral or written, and then modified it through successive scribal additions taken from other literary contexts. That does not mean that no genre conventions influenced the writing of these chapters, but simply that every writer and editor who left a mark on these chapters worked, as we should expect, with various literary conventions traditionally used to portray rituals. Every stage of the text's development was influenced by such genre conventions. Though this conclusion might seem like an obvious observation about the constraints on virtually any writer or editor of any culture, it has a negative consequence for critical study of biblical texts: genre distinctions cannot be used as evidence for editorial modifications of texts. If writers and editors could use and mix genre conventions at will, and evidence from many parts of the Hebrew Bible suggest that they could and did, then hypothetical reconstructions of the original text or tradition that exemplified the "pure" genre are creative fantasies. I do not mean by this to deny that editorial modifications of biblical texts occurred. Other evidence suggests that they are pervasive throughout the biblical books, but genre analysis provides no basis for recognizing them. 46 Comparative analysis of literary conventions does, however, provide a powerful tool for exposing the intentions that shaped the extant text.
The Rhetorical Purpose if Leviticus 1-7
Interpreters have offered many suggestions for what purpose the instructions in Leviticus 1-7 may have originally served. Some of the more recent comments show the range and nature of the opinions. For example, Anson F. Rainey described chapters 1-5 as a "Handbook for Priests."47 Similarly, Meir Paran suggested that this material was designed to facilitate rote memorization by priests. these instructions in oral or written form were lay people needing instruction on how to make their offerings. 49 David W. Baker concluded that, like the Punic tariffs, this material was inscribed on a monument at the sanctuary to inform both laity (chapters 1-5) and priests (chapters 6-7).50 Rendtorff suggested tentatively that the material's strict stylization and stereotypical repetition suggest that it was intended for liturgical recitation, perhaps as sentences to accompany the offerings. 51 Knierim argued that ritual case-law was written to systematize ritual performance.
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What these suggestions all share in common is an attempt to find the original purpose for this material, that is, before it was excerpted into Leviticus and the Pentateuch and therefore before it was refashioned to fit this context. Evaluations of its purpose in its present context tend to be mechanical and topical, noting that the instructions for offerings must logically precede the stories about those offerings in Leviticus 8-10. Though this explanation for the position of these chapters is no doubt correct, it offers no insight into how their present shape and contents were intended to affect their audiences. All the efforts to imagine the purpose served by these texts have focused on their presumed original rather than their actual shape, under the influence of the idea that only from the pure genre can the text's setting and purpose be discerned. However, if all features of the present text were written under the influence of genre conventions, as I have argued above, then the shape of the present text should also be intended to evoke certain kinds of responses, and should theoretically offer clues as to what motivated its construction in this form. Furthermore, reconstruction of the form and function of earlier strata in the text can only proceed confidently if the form and function of the extant text has been fully analyzed first, for only then (if at all) can editorial seams be distinguished from intentional literary features.
Because of their focus on hypothetical original genres, the suggestions listed above miss the persuasive orientation of Leviticus 1-7. Comparisons with other biblical texts also obscures this persuasive element, because within the Hebrew Bible, Leviticus 1-7 looks less hortatory than, e.g. Deuteronomy, the Wisdom literature, the prophets, or the priestly Holiness Code (Leviticus 17-27). As a result, readers of the Bible are struck by these chapters' systematic, impersonal, and repetitive style. Knierim, for example, argued that "Deuteronomy's appeals to joy are based on the parenetic and therefore inevitably psychological language and intentionality of Deuteronomy. The priestly legal corpus is composed in 'legislative' language. It is not parenetic."53 Mary Douglas took this distinction further, arguing that Leviticus contains only analogic reasoning of a my tho-poetic form, in contrast to Deuteronomy's discursive and abstract logic. Only in the latter is speech "used for persuasion, challenge, and argument."54 If, however, one shifts the basis of comparison to other ancient Near Eastern ritual texts, the picture changes. Many ancient descriptive rituals and temple records outdo Leviticus 1-7 for mechanical repetition of detail and the absence of all hortatory devices. 55 On the other hand, those texts that parallel these chapters' use of an authoritative royal! divine speaker also make explicit their persuasive agenda: royal and oracular texts clearly express their goal of persuading readers and hearers to engage in certain behaviors and not others.
Once we have noted the persuasive shaping of Leviticus 1-7, the systematic and repetitive style appears in a different light. Repetition that may well seem redundant to a silent reader can sound very motivating to a skilled speaker's audience. The repetition of structural elements and of refrains have a long history in oral rhetoric because they help an audience anticipate a speaker's direction and respond appropriately to the speaker's cues. Within such repetition, slight variation can convey considerable emphasis. 56 Therefore the systematic and repetitive character of these chapters can be under- 55 See Levine's discussion of Ugaritic administrative records of rituals, such as KJV 1.91 and 1.104 ("Ugaritic Ritual Texts," 468), and of descriptive rituals in all his publications listed in n. 16 above. 56 The Roman theorist, Quintilian, emphasized the need for repetition in legal argumentation: "We shall frequently repeat anything which we think the judge has failed to take in as he should" (Inst. Orat. 8.2.22-24). For a discussion of the rhetorical function of repetition and variation throughout the Pentateuch, see Watts, Reading Law, 68-74. stood as bearing out, rather than conflicting with, the framework's presentation of them as oral speeches. 57 God is represented as a speaker who, through Moses, urges people and priests to engage in specific behaviors. If these speeches seem much less vivid than other biblical texts, that is only because the hortatory emphasis is even more pronounced elsewhere.
Leviticus 1-7 has been composed of repetitive structures bounded by refrains (e.g. i11i1'L;l mn'J n'1 i1iDtoli "a fire-offering of soothing scent for YHWH" 1 :9, 13, 17; 2:2, 9, 11, 16; 3:5, 16; 1i1:Ji1 !:li1L;l,l} 18:J !:li1L;l nL;lOJi "the priest will make atonement for them and they will be forgiven" 4:20, 26, 31, 35; 5:6, 10, 13, 16, 18, 26 [LXX 6:7]), with minor variations in the structure and refrains marking changing emphases and subjects (e.g. the pronouns in the refrain of forgiveness punctuating chapters 4-5). Major shifts in structure draw special attention and mark climaxes, such as the prohibition on consuming fat and blood (3: l6b-l 7) that breaks out of and concludes the description of routine offerings in chapters 1-3. Damrosch rightly noted that the three-fold structure of Leviticus 1-3 "gives these chapters a certain lyrical aspect" and that the presentation of the offerings is staged dramatically. 58 Despite the longstanding tradition of reading such repetitive structures as dull and uninspiring, their effect in oral readings would instead be exciting and motivating. Indeed, since repetition and refrains often mark the climax of speeches, their appearance here provides further evidence that the Pentateuch reaches its climax in Leviticus. 59 To whom was Leviticus l-7's persuasive rhetoric addressed, and to what end? Is the intended audience composed of religious professionals like the priests, diviners, and exorcists for whom many of the Ugaritic, Hittite, and Emar ritual texts seem to be intended? Or are they lay people, such as those to whom the Punic tariffs, most royal inscriptions,60 and perhaps even a few of the U garitic rituals were aimed? Clearly, ancient texts with ritual contents could address either group or both, so neither of the audiences mentioned in Leviticus is inherently improbable. In fact, if it were not for the fact that Leviticus explicitly distinguishes between these two audiences (Moses is directed to the people in 1 :2; 4: 1; 7 :22, 28; to the priests in 6:2, 18 [LXX 6:9, 25]), one might think the sharp distinction between them to be anachronistic.
One effect of presenting the major sacrifices twice, once explicitly addressed to the people of Israel as a whole (chapters 1-5) and once explicitly addressed to the priests (6: 1-7 :21), is to subject both groups to the words that God spoke to Moses, that is, to this law. That may explain why the phrase nl1n n~1 "this is the law for ... " appears exclusively in the materials directed at priests (6:2, 7, 18 [LXX vv. 9, 14, 25]; 7:1, 11).6i Perhaps i1i1n here does not name a genre, as many interpreters have thought, but rather serves to emphasize the authority of these instructions over the priests, precisely those who are mandated to teach divine law (Lev 10: 1 0-11). The point then would be to insist that this, and not anything else, is the authoritative regulation governing each particular offering. The prominence of negative stipulations-what should not be done (6:5, 6, 10, 16, 23 [LXX 6:12, 13, 17, 23, 30]; 7:15, 18, 19, 23, 24, 26)-in these latter chapters and their rarity in chapters 1-5 (only 3: 17) confirms that these rules were written to supplant competing practices: "this is torah (not that)."
The text asserts its authority over those who teach it. No one in Israel can claim to be exempt from its provisions or to have other instructions that supersede it. That is not to say that these instructions cannot be supplemented; their incomplete character in fact requires supplementation in many ways. Among other things, nowhere in these chapters or elsewhere in the Bible is it specified exactly how the animals are to be killed, what prayers or liturgies (if any) are to be spoken or sung to accompany the offerings, etc. But by addressing explicitly both religious professionals and laity, Leviticus 1-7 enhances its own authority over all who participate in the cult and in R. Binkley and C. Lipson (eds.), Rhetoric Biforel Beyond the Greeks (Albany: SUNY Press, forthcoming).
61 Though 7:11-21 seem to be aimed at the worshiper despite the superscription in 6:18. No doubt these chapters, like the royal and oracular texts that their framework evokes, intend to persuade the people of Israel and their priests to perform their religious offerings, and to do so correctly, as specified here. However, within the wider context of the priestly writings and the Pentateuch as a whole, these chapters aim also to reinforce the authority of Torah, specifically its authority over religious performance in the Jerusalem Temple. By publicly stipulating the forms of Israel's offerings, they position priests and laity to monitor each other's performance with the text as arbiter of correct practice. Thus an ironic consequence of Leviticus 1-7 's role in the Pentateuch was to shift cultic authority from the priesthood to the book. Of course, the priests continued to wield enormous influence, because they not only controlled the Temple rites but also were authoritative interpreters of the book. But the presence of ritual legislation in the Pentateuch made the basis for their performances available to the public and therefore open to public scrutiny. The record of fierce debates over cultic practice between temple priests, Pharisees and Qumran covenanters in later Second Temple times shows that this rhetorical potential in the Pentateuch's ritual texts did not go unrecognized.
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Conclusion
Like any other composItIOn, Leviticus 1-7 weaves together various literary conventions to affect its audience. The framework that repeatedly and with increasing frequency designates the speaker as YHWH claims not only divine but also royal authority for these instructions. Its designation of the intended audience as all Israel, with the priests explicitly included, specifies these laws' jurisdiction over all proper cultic performance. The contents' repetitive formulation in prescriptive casuistic style lends a heightened intensity to its provisions that is reminiscent of oral rhetoric. The frequent second person forms of address make clear the direct application to its intended audience.
All of these features of Leviticus 1-7 fit comfortably in the range of literary conventions typical of ancient ritual texts. None are likely to have been considered unusual or exceptional by Leviticus' intended audience. Though there is insufficient comparative evidence to determine if their combination produced a recognizable genre in Hebrew literature, neither is there any evidence that they were written through some dramatic modification of prevailing genres, whether oral or written.
These chapters were shaped to be read aloud to Jews as part of the larger Pentateuch. They contribute to the Pentateuch's rhetoric by emphasizing the supreme authority and jurisdiction of this Torah in Israel, especially over Israel's worship in the Temple. They therefore do more than instruct readers and hearers in proper religious performance. They aim to persuade them that these instructions must be normative, along with the rest of Pentateuchal law.
